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Spin injection in the doped bad metal SrTiO3
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In this paper, we demonstrate the capability to establish spin-polarized currents in doped SrTiO3 (STO). The
results are based on the study of charge and spin transport in STO layers doped by the reversible electromigration
of oxygen atoms in resistive-switching La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/STO/Co vertical stacks. The formation of oxygen
vacancies inside STO results in a metallic conductivity at temperatures <200–250 K, above which a transition
to an insulatinglike behavior is detected. A detailed theoretical analysis shows that the behavior of the metallic
phase in our samples corresponds to the well-known state of the thermodynamically doped STO featuring the
so-called bad metal behavior. Thus, our findings introduce this class of unconventional materials as valuable
candidates for innovative spintronic devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of quantum materials lies in their unique
properties, which offer promising applications in the fields of
energy, magnetism, and electronic devices, with a profound
impact on quantum technologies [1,2]. Among these, the so-
called bad metals have been widely investigated for their
superconducting, magnetic, Mott transition, and other effects
[1,3–7]. Bad metals are strongly correlated materials with
metallic behavior. The resistivity increases with temperature,
associated with a very high resistivity value, above the maxi-
mum metallicity criterion [8–10]. In terms of charge transport,
they are characterized by an unphysically low mean free path,
of the order of the unit cell, which makes the suitability of
a semiclassical picture questionable. Many bad metals fea-
ture a linear dependence of the resistivity over temperature,
which is often taken as their main imprint [10,11], even
though some materials, among which doped SrTiO3 (STO)
bad metal, can be characterized by their quadratic or higher
temperature dependence of the resistivity [10]. Bad metals are
typically complex oxides with cooperative effects emerging
from the interplay between different types of order, such as
charge, spin, orbital, and lattice. This results in a variety of
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electronic properties promoting them as promising quantum
materials [3].

Oxygen-vacancy-doped n-STO has recently been identified
as a clear case of bad metallicity [10,12]. Its resistivity fea-
tures a complicated temperature behavior showing a standard
T 2 law at low temperatures [10,13,14], cubic at ∼100 K,
where the mean free path of carriers decreases below their
wavelength while, further, it falls below the interatomic dis-
tance at/above room temperatures. Notably, both metallic and
insulating regimes can be found in doped STO, according
to doping levels [15], and both are appealing for applica-
tions. The metallic one is an unusual metal whose properties
have yet to be better understood. The insulating phase is the
strongest dielectric and is characterized by colossal spin-orbit
coupling [16]. Currently, there is a continuously growing
interest in the application of STO in spintronics, with a par-
ticular interest for spin-orbit torque applications [17].

Magnetoresistive studies are actively employed to study
the bad metals, especially those characterized by ordered mag-
netic structures, like SrRuO3 and others [1,18–20]. However,
the possibility to establish spin-polarized currents has not
been investigated.

Here, we prove unambiguously that spin-polarized trans-
port can be achieved in STO bad metal. We investigated ad
hoc tailored electronic devices based on ferromagnetic man-
ganite and Co spin-polarized electrodes and doped-STO as
a transport channel. The La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) manganite
and cobalt represent a well-established pair of spintronic elec-
trodes [21–23], providing efficient means for the analysis of
the spintronic properties of STO. Oxygen vacancy doping of
STO was obtained by the reversible electromigration of oxy-
gen atoms in LSMO/STO/Co vertical devices. Our findings
enlarge the playground of bad-metal applications as quantum
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FIG. 1. (a) Device structure. (b) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) cross-section image. The inset shows the
Fourier transform corresponding to LSMO on NGO. (c) Compositional analysis by electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS) of the section in
(b). (d) X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) line shape for Ti L2,3 edge of nc-STO.

materials and establish a link with neuromorphic computing
via the interplay between spin transport and tunable resistivity.

II. METHODS

Charge and spin transport in doped STO has been inves-
tigated in four-terminal crossbar devices using LSMO and
cobalt electrodes. The devices were fabricated by shadow
masking techniques on single-crystal NdGaO3 (110) sub-
strates [NGO, Fig. 1(a)], allowing us to obtain 500 × 500 µm
junctions. The oxide components of the devices (bottom
LSMO contact and STO layer) were fabricated by channel
spark ablation from stoichiometric targets [24]. Polycrys-
talline STO layers with 10–25 nm thicknesses were deposited
at 450 °C in O2 atmosphere on 15-nm-thick LSMO following
the procedure described in Refs. [24,25]. The Co top electrode
(10–50 nm thick) was deposited by electron beam deposition
at room temperature. The doping of STO was performed by
electromigration of oxygen atoms in vertical devices, based
on the well-established resistance bistability effects in STO
[26].

Magnetic characterization of electrodes was carried out by
magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) at room temperature in
a longitudinal configuration with λexc = 632.8 nm. Transmis-
sion electron microscopy was performed on a JEOL ARM
cFEG instrument equipped with a Gatan Quantum electron
energy loss spectrometer (EELS). Cross-sectional samples
were prepared using standard protocols on an FEI Nova Fo-
cused Ion Beam instrument.

The x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) spectrum was
taken at the APE-HE beamline of the Elettra synchrotron
radiation facility in Trieste [27] in total electron yield (TEY)
mode on a sample holder that allows current-voltage (I-V)
characterization in a two-point configuration directly within
the analysis chamber [28]. The sampling depth in TEY mea-
surements is typically ∼8–10 nm and allows us to investigate
deep regions within a working device and to study the effects
of the resistive switching on the top electrode and the underly-
ing STO layer. To eliminate the oxidation and contamination
of the air-exposed side of the Co electrode, all samples were
mildly Ar+ sputtered (E = 500 eV for 30 min) in the prepa-
ration chamber before spectroscopic investigations. Electrical
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characterization was carried out using a Keithley 236 Source
Measure Unit and with samples held in an external magnetic
field of up to 1 T. The measurements were performed with the
Co electrode grounded.

III. RESULTS

A. Structural characterization

The investigated devices are characterized by sharp
and well-defined interfaces between the electrodes and the
STO, as demonstrated by scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) cross-section investigation, Fig. 1(b).
Atomic columns in the NGO substrates and LSMO electrode
are clearly resolved, and their epitaxial relationship is ap-
parent, as evidenced by the inset in Fig. 1(b), showing the
Fourier transform dominated by a single square pattern of
spots deriving from both layers. In contrast, the STO and Co
show little internal structure or ordering in agreement with
their polycrystalline nature.

The compositional analysis [Fig. 1(c)], taken on the full
sample section, shows that the oxygen signal in the STO
layer is lower than that of the titanium one, indicating the
presence of oxygen vacancies, while the high contrast of the
STO layer indicates some deficiency in heavier elements like
Sr. The XAS line shape for the Ti L2,3 edge of the STO
layer [Fig. 1(d)] denotes a sequence of four main bands,
corresponding to Ti4+ in an octahedral crystal field with
alternating t2g and eg symmetry [29]. The signal fits the
standard STO contribution [30], whereas some broadening
of the bands could either be attributed to a reduction of Ti
or/and changes in the coordination of the Ti4+ cations [31].
We cannot also rule out the possible presence of TiO2 [32]
inclusions, which would not contradict both compositional
analysis and high contrast detected by TEM. Thus, the STO
layer appears to be nanocrystalline, with very small, randomly
oriented, crystalline grains, and having oxygen vacancies and
possible segregations of the TiO2 phase (for example, at the
grain boundaries).

B. Transport properties

We focus now on the charge transport behavior across
STO. The pristine STO layers are insulating with a ther-
mally activated Arrhenius type temperature dependence
[exp(−Ea/kBT )] of the resistance R(T), ranging from 107 to
109 � at 100 mV measuring voltages. We call this the initial
resistance state (IRS) and report it in Fig. 2. The Arrhenius
fit reveals activation energies Ea < 0.1 eV, lower than typ-
ical activation energies (∼0.4 eV) of oxygen vacancies in
STO and other oxide perovskites [33–35]. The IRS clearly
corresponds to an unintentionally doped regime, governed
possibly by various defects and impurities, and its descrip-
tion and understanding are beyond the scope of this paper.
The low activation energies may correspond to the nature of
specific doping species and indicate that the low measuring
voltage does not induce nonlinear effects related to the cre-
ation/moving of defects during the transport measurements.

Next, we perform the doping of the STO layer with oxygen
vacancies by employing the well-known electromigration ef-
fects, guiding the resistive switching in this material [36–38].
Figure 3 shows various I-V curves at 100 K and indicates that,

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistance of the initial
resistance state (IRS) before electrically induced doping, and the
fits with Arrhenius’ law in the inset. Two regimes are detected,
corresponding to activation energies of 0.04 eV (left-hand side, lower
temperature) and 0.08 eV (right-hand side, higher temperature), with
a crossover at ∼170 K.

>+5 V, the resistance is irreversibly modified from 109 �

to 104–105 � for a selected sample with 15-nm-thick STO,
where the sign of the voltage is taken with respect to the
grounded Co electrode. After this initial forming process, the
resistance can be tuned by programming voltages in a mul-
timodal resistive switching behavior (Fig. 3). The resistance
tuning follows a bipolar regime, i.e., the resistance decreases
at positive programming biases and is restored at negative
biases. In the framework of electromigration of oxygen atoms
in the STO layer, the positive bias moves the oxygen species
from STO to manganite, enhancing the concentration of oxy-
gen vacancies and hence the system conductivity, while at
negative biases, the oxygen flow is reversed, reducing partly
the carrier concentration. On the other hand, the manganite
in the configuration La(0.7)Sr(0.3) is close to the stability
region of the phase diagram, and small oxygen variations do
not induce measurable variations of electrical and magnetic
properties. The samples can thus be reversibly switched from
low-resistance states (LRSs) to high-resistance states (HRSs)

FIG. 3. Current-voltage characteristic showing resistive multi-
stability behavior. The initial resistance state (IRS) is switched at
threshold voltage Vth = 4.8 V to low-resistance state (LRS). The state
is stable until the application of a negative bias (−2.5 V), which puts
the device in high-resistance state (HRS). Blue arrows indicate the
sweep direction. Inset: Zero-bias conductance vs programming bias.
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FIG. 4. Resistance as a function of temperature after the appli-
cation of the forming pulse: (a) a set of samples from two separate
batches with, as electrodes, 15 nm LSMO (250 � − 1 K� across the
temperature range, not shown) and 10 nm Co (450–550 � across
the temperature range, not shown), and STO interlayer of thickness
7 ± 1 nm, as evaluated by combining growth calibration and post-
process characterization. The curves are from three different devices
in different (low) resistance states, resulting from different program-
ming (doping) bias. The curves are labeled as dLn (device, low
resistance, number of the curve). The label E is for extremely low
resistance. (b) The sample with 15-nm-thick STO, employed further
in quantitative evaluation of bad metal parameters. The arrows high-
light the flexus point where the curvature changes from positive to
negative; we consider the part of the R(T) having a positive curvature
metallic, left-hand side of the arrow.

and back, by positive or negative programming voltages, re-
spectively. We also observe an exponential enhancement of
zero-bias conductivity vs positive applied programming volt-
ages Vp, where Vp is defined as the highest voltage achieved
in each resistive loop (inset in Fig. 3), in good agreement
with models for the field-induced migration of vacancies [37].
Indeed, our doping proceeds by electromigration of oxygen
vacancies from the electrode, strongly depending on the dif-
fusion of oxygen at the interface. The activation energy for
the migration of oxygen vacancies in oxides decreases lin-
early with the applied electric field so that the probability of
diffusion of oxygen vacancies through the interface with the
electrode becomes exponential with Vp. Moreover, our electric
field is on the order of 106 V/cm, in good agreement with
Ref. [37]. This indicates that we are varying the density of
oxygen vacancies in the STO layer by means of the applied
electric field. This effect is notoriously of filamentary type,
promoting highly conducting nano- and microchannels inside
an undoped matrix [39]. Below, we compare our results with
those from thermodynamically doped single crystals [10].

Having established the technology for the control of the
doping levels of STO-based vertical stacks, we now inves-
tigate the physics of the electrical transport in our doped
samples by analyzing the resistance at low, nondisturbing,
reading voltages Vr = 100 mV � Vp.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the re-
sistance for various doped samples, together with a fitting
function depicted in dash-dot green lines. The resistance
exhibits a metalliclike behavior (dR/dT > 0) at low tem-
peratures, changing to insulating comportment (dR/dT < 0)
above the metal-insulator transition (MIT). The presence of
both metallic and insulating regimes on the same sample is
by itself unusual, even though a transition from fully metallic
to fully insulating R(T) curves at lower doping levels can
be routinely observed for doped STO [13,15,40]. We cannot

TABLE I. Fitting parameters for the fitting line in Fig. 3(a),
Rsquare agreements are 0.9997 and 0.9972 for LRS and HRS,
respectively.

Parameter LRS HRS

R0 (k�) 30 73
α 1.65 1.55
Ea (eV) 0.28 0.25
Tp (K) 285 260
Tw (K) 117 150

exclude the achievement of a specific intermediate doping
level established by the electromigration, which can maintain
both conducting branches. Nevertheless, we believe that the
transition is mainly induced by local inhomogeneities of the
doping concentrations caused by the coexistence of mixed
metallic and insulating phases and discuss this in more detail
below.

Mathematically, the resistance of similar samples showing
a temperature-induced MIT can be described through the ex-
pression:

R(T ) ∼ �δ
M�1−δ

I , (1)

where �M describes the metallic part with a power law
�M ∼ T α , already assessed for metallic thermodynamically
doped STO samples [10], whereas �I accounts for the in-
sulating phase as an Arrhenius law �I = exp(Ea/kBT ). The
volume fraction of the metallic phase is described by the error
function δ(T ) = 0.5 − 0.5erf ( T −TMIT

Tw
) [41–43]. Here, TMIT is

the MIT temperature, which does not necessarily coincide
with the peak in R(T), and Tw is the width of the MIT. The
fitting function, in addition to offering a general description,
is widely used in the Discussion section.

In Fig. 4, we keep, in the left-hand-side panel, several
samples with STO thickness in the 6–8 nm interval and, in
the right-hand-side panel, one 15 nm sample with two doping
levels, established by 5 and 5.5 V programming biases. Given
the similarities between various samples and for the sake of
simplicity, we focus mainly on this sample, and its two states
are called hereafter HRS (red dots) and LRS (blue dots),
respectively. The set of parameters extracted from best fits for
these LRS and HRS are reported in Table I.

Ultimately, we take advantage of the high spin polarization
of the employed electrodes and investigate now the possibility
to establish spin-polarized currents in our devices, moving the
polarized carriers across the doped STO layer. We perform
this in the standard spin-valve approach by comparing the
(magneto)resistance for parallel and antiparallel orientations
of the respective magnetizations. STO has frequently been
used as a tunnel barrier in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs)
with LSMO and Co spin-polarized electrodes, having pio-
neered the detection of the interfacial spin filtering effects
[44]. As indicated by the transport analysis for both LRS
and HRS, and as shown in more detail below, we have clear
evidence for carrier transport inside the STO layer. The de-
tection of magnetoresistance (MR) would indicate thus in a
straightforward way the establishment of spin-polarized cur-
rents in the framework of the bad-metal transport mechanism.
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FIG. 5. (a) Resistance curves as a function of applied external field measured at 100 K in the high-resistance state (HRS; upper panel) and
the low-resistance state (LRS; lower panel). (b) Dependence of the negative magnetoresistance (MR) ratio on the applied bias voltage in the
LRS. The inset shows the hysteresis cycles measured at room temperature by magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) for the LSMO (black line)
and Co (red line) layers.

Figure 5(a) shows the results of MR measurements for the
two LRS and HRS conducting cases for the 15 nm nc-STO
devices. MR was performed at 100 K, keeping the measuring
temperature well below the Curie point of LSMO (300 K for
our thicknesses) and applying the external magnetic field in
the film plane. As for the R(T) curves, the applied voltage
(Vr = 0.1 V) is kept well below the programming values, thus
avoiding modifications of the oxygen vacancy configuration.

The LRS is characterized by a sharp spin valve effect of
∼1 % of resistance variation between parallel and antiparallel
electrode orientations. The enhancement of the resistance on
the same sample by the programming bias (HRS case) signifi-
cantly decreases the MR down to the level of the measurement
noise (∼0.5 %) or lower. Note that most of the samples in
Fig. 4(a) show MR like our prototypical sample. Then the MR
was zero in all IRS devices.

Note that the spin valve effect in LRS is inverted with
respect to projected higher resistance for the antiparallel con-
figuration. Analogous behavior is notoriously characteristic
for tunneling devices with the combination of the same ma-
terials, where the Co-Ti hybridization strongly modifies and
inverts the spin polarization at the Co/STO interface [21,45].

Another analogy with the LSMO/STO/Co MTJ device [21]
is represented by the larger switching fields of the Co elec-
trode with respect to the measured bulk coercive field—the
inset in Fig. 4(b) shows the hysteresis loops for both elec-
trodes. While known for long time [21], such deviations in
the device coercive fields have recently been explained based
on interfacial hybridization [46], able to modify the magnetic
anisotropy by more than one order of magnitude [47,48].

Finally, Fig. 5(b) shows the dependence of the MR on the
applied reading voltage, where a decay distinctive for both
MTJ and charge/spin transport devices is typically due to the
specific band structure of electrodes and established interface
states [49].

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Charge transport

Now we move toward a more accurate description of the
charge transport data. Since the electromigration control of
the doping in crossbar devices does not allow us to extract
the sample resistivity, we proceed by reporting the observed
trends rather than absolute values. It has been shown that, for
a wide range of doping concentrations (exceeding 1017 cm−3),
the R(T) curves of metallic STO can be well described by a
power law, involving a universal concentration-independent
parameter α(T ):

R(T ) = R0 + AT α. (2)

This exponent α characterizes the metallic state and is typ-
ically computed by using the logarithmic derivative of the
transport data and by considering it as a constant α �= α(T )
[10]:

α̃ = d ln(R − R0)

d ln T
. (3)

For this data representation, we consider only the metallic
parts of R(T) characterized by a positive curvature, as high-
lighted by the arrows in Fig. 4(b). We keep thus below the
deviations induced by the MIT. We use the notation α̃ because
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FIG. 6. (a) α̃(T ) = d ln(R−R0 )
d ln T values for nc-STO, and for comparison, the values for single-crystal STO doped with oxygen vacancies

[10], depicted with gray dots, computed using Eq. (3). (b) α̃(T ) of LSMO thin films of thickness 9 and 13 nm; like the used electrodes, the
corresponding R(T) measured with four-probe van der Paw technique [24] are reported in the inset. It appears clear that the device behavior
shown in (a) does not depend on the LSMO electrodes.

the proper α, used in the ∼T α law, is indeed a function of
temperature rather than a constant and should be derived as
well.

The calculation of α̃ as in Eq. (3) allows an immediate
comparison with the literature data on single-crystal STO.
We derived R0 from the fits in Fig. 4(b) and report the α̃

values for our nc-STO in Fig. 6(a), blue line for LRS and
red line for HRS, for the 15 nm nc-STO devices. Here, we
compare our data with the literature, gray dots [10]. Our points
are on track with single-crystal STO, demonstrating that we
are measuring transport through STO and that our nc-STO
has transport features comparable with the single-crystal STO
doped by thermodynamic processes [10]. While the LRS is
clearly very similar to the single-crystal STO data, the HRS
appears somehow different. However, the metallic region for
the HRS is very limited, and this can impact the analysis.

We strengthen this conclusion by performing the same
transport analysis for epitaxial LSMO thin films, which are
complex perovskite oxides, like STO, and are used as bottom
electrodes. We depict the case of LSMO in Fig. 6(b), where
the α̃ values for two LSMO films of 9 and 13 nm thickness
are compared with the reference STO data; the R(T) data are
shown in the inset. It appears that the α̃ exponent of the LSMO
contact is radically different from both thermodynamically
doped STO and from our devices, which validates that our
findings are not artifacts induced by LSMO [50] but come
from transport in the nanocrystalline STO. Additionally, this
type of artifact appears when the device resistance is similar or
lower than the contact resistance [50], whereas the resistance
of our LSMO electrodes is an order of magnitude lower than
the devices.

We now present a way to define α for the metallic-behavior
interval by including its temperature dependence. Indeed, if
we were to perform a logarithmic derivative of Eq. (2), we
would obtain

d ln (R − R0)

d ln T
= α + ln T

dα

d ln T
, (4)

where the second term at the left-hand side of Eq. (4),
ln T dα

d ln T , was generally neglected [10]. Because our mea-
surements are limited to liquid nitrogen temperature and we

lack experimental knowledge about both R0 and A terms in
Eq. (2), we accurately redefine α by means of a linear tem-
perature derivative and then a logarithmic derivative to get rid
of both the unknown R0 and A, and in each passage, we hold
α = α(T ). We obtain the following differential equation:

d ln
(

dR
dT

)
d ln T

= α − 1 + dα

d ln T
ln T + d ln α

d ln T
+ d ln dα

dT

d ln T
. (5)

Equation (5) can be recast as

y + dy

dx
x ln x + d ln y

dx
x + d ln dy

dx

dx
x = 1 + f , (6)

where y = α, x = T , and f = d ln( dR
dT )

d ln T is a function that
depends only on the experimental data. We have applied
the chain rule dy

d ln x = dy
dx

1
d ln x/dx = dy

dx x. Equation (6) can be
solved provided initial conditions for y and y′ [51].

After we have obtained α(T) using Eq. (6), we can com-
pute α + ln T dα

d ln T , which allows us to directly compare back
with literature data after Eqs. (3) and (4): α + ln T dα

d ln T =
d ln(R−R0 )

d ln T = α̃. In circular feedback, we consider valid initial
conditions the ones which enable us to agree as much as possi-
ble with the literature data [10], gray dots in Fig. 6(a), or with
our data, blue and red lines in Fig. 6(a). These are depicted
in Figs. 7(a) and 7(d), respectively, with LRS represented by
the dash-dot blue line and HRS by the dash-dot red line. In
Fig. 7(a), the gray dots are the experimental data and represent
the values and their spread/uncertainty, like in Fig. 6, whereas
in Fig. 7(d), the lines correspond to the ones in Fig. 6(a).

We first use the fitting curves, which can be computed at
any temperature, to express the function f , always limiting
to the metallic part, as detailed above. These are the dash-dot
lines in Fig. 7, where the blue color is for LRS and the red
color is for HRS. Thanks to this step, we can extract the values
for y and y′ at the liquid nitrogen temperature and solve Eq. (6)
again using the experimental resistances instead of the fitting
curves. The obtained values of α are represented by solid lines
in Figs. 7(b) and 7(e) for the cases with the initial conditions
for solving Eq. (6) mapped over the literature data or our data,
respectively. These can be regarded as the proper α(T) values
in Eq. (2).
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FIG. 7. (a) α̃ = α + ln T dα

d ln T term computed after having solved Eq. (6), assuming initial conditions that enable us to match as much as
possible the literature data for d ln(R−R0 )

d ln T , gray dots [10]. Blue line is for low-resistance state (LRS) and red line for high-resistance state (HRS).
(b) The proper α values computed with Eq. (6) for initial conditions mapped over literature data. Dash-dot lines are for the first step, when
we consider values from the R(T) fit, and solid lines are for the second step, when we consider experimental points. (c) Calculation of the
resistance based on the computed α values. The inset shows that (R − R0)1/α is linear with T. (d) Same as (a) but with the initial conditions
mapped over our transport data, reported with solid lines as in Fig. 3(b). (e) The proper α values computed with Eq. (6) for initial conditions
always mapped over our transport data. Dash-dot lines are for the first step, when we consider values from the R(T) fit, and solid lines are for
the second step, when we consider experimental points; blue for LRS, red for HRS. (f) Same as (c) but for the case when only our experimental
data are used at any step of the resolution of Eq. (6).

To confirm that the obtained values are the correct value
of α, we show that, by using these values, it is possible to
reproduce the measured resistance. In Figs. 7(c) and 7(f), the
dash-dot lines represent the computed resistance values, while
the solid lines are the experimentally measured resistance.
To reproduce the measured value from the extracted α, we
linearize the resistance vs temperature as (R − R0)1/α [insets
in Figs. 7(c) and 7(f)], and by fitting (R − R0)1/α , we obtain
the A value which, using Eq. (2), enables us to compute the
resistance. The R2 of the fits is >0.995, and we underline that
the value we use for R0 is the same obtained from the initial
fits, for consistency, and has not been optimized to reproduce
the experimental values. Thus, we developed a convenient
procedure to compute the temperature-dependent exponent of
the resistance in bad metals from transport measurements.

After having clarified the conceptual picture of the trans-
port in our devices, we go further in understanding the
physical nature of the transport in our doped nc-STO. Con-
sidering that the adopted doping procedure is electrically
driven, the maximum doping density should be limited by
the electrical repulsion between dopants, which cannot exceed
the applied electric field. We start analyzing the minimum
distance between two oxygen vacancies by assuming they are
punctual charges having a 2+ charge and assuming a screened
Coulomb potential around them. We define such a minimum
distance as the distance at which the repulsive electric field
equals the programming field assumed as Fp = 3 × 106 V/cm.
The screened potential, in centimeter-gram-second (c.g.s.)

system of units, is [52,53]

ϕ = 2e

ε0εr

1

r
e−r/λ, (7)

where r is the radial distance from the vacancy, and λ is the
screening length. The electric field:

F = −∇ϕ = 2e

ε0εr

[
1

r2
+ 1

rλ

]
e−r/λ, (8)

is plotted in Fig. 8(a), for λ = 0.1, 1, and 10 nm, using εr =
200 (solid lines) or 20 (dash-dot) to consider the defective
nature of nc-STO.

The screening length in epitaxial STO thin films is assumed
to be ∼1 nm [54], whereas in metallic doped STO, a much
longer screening length value is envisaged, of the order of
50 nm [55,56]. Since a screening length of 10 nm is nearly
identical to the unscreened potential case, we take 1 nm as
the order of magnitude of the distance between the oxygen
vacancies to achieve a field value like the programming one,
which results in a distance between the oxygen vacancies of
2 or 3 unit cells since the unit cell of STO is 0.4 nm. Thus,
we can assume a cylindric filament of diameter ∼0.8 nm. In
the case of a 10-nm-long filament, which contacts LSMO and
Co, with 10 vacancies, we get a density of ∼2 × 1021 cm−3.
Again, a vacancy inside a sphere of diameter 1 nm gives a
density of ∼2 × 1021 cm−3. This carrier density maps very
well with the ones indicated by Huang et al. [57] in a recent
work about the metallicity in STO bulk and thin films. We
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FIG. 8. (a) Electric field module |F| around a 2+ point charge vs the distance r from the charge, Eq. (8), assuming difference screening
length and dielectric constant values, as in the legend. The red line corresponds to the programming field Fp. (b) Magnetoresistance (MR) as
from Eq. (9), computed in terms of resistivities; we set the ratio between the spin mean free path in the LSMO and the transport distance d
to unity and assume rLSMO = 1 m� cm. The green circles highlight the hypothetical measurement points discussed in the text for the case of
homogeneous transport, bottom right circle, undetectable MR ∼10−24, and for the case of a matching resistivity, middle left circle, unrealistic
current density. The yellow dotted line is our measured MR in Fig. 5(a).

believe we have channels with a very high carrier density
embedded in a very low carrier density matrix. These high
carrier density regions likely correspond to the regions of
metallic transport reported in single-crystal STO [10], as we
elucidate in the next section.

B. Spin transport

The investigation of spin transport allows us to add further
knowledge about the transport properties in bad-metal STO,
which we would not access by charge transport experiment
only. We will see that the detection of the MR is very in-
dicative and shows that we must consider transport terms
and regimes additional to those described above. Indeed, to
detect a measurable MR, it is necessary to overcome the well-
known conductivity mismatch condition [58], accounting for
the efficiency of the spin-polarized injection in the case of the
diffusive transport regime.

Thus, accurate and straightforward considerations of the
characteristic lengths and resistances involved in transport
equations give for MR the following condition [58]:

�R/RP ∼ λFM/d (σSTO/σLSMO)2, (9)

where λFM is the spin-flip length in the ferromagnet, d is the
thickness of the spin transport layer, and σSTO and σLSMO are
the conductivities of the transport layer and the ferromagnetic
electrode correspondingly; �R is the difference in the resis-
tance values between the parallel and antiparallel states, and
RP is the resistance in the parallel state. The conductivities
are labeled according to our materials, and the choice of
LSMO instead of Co is motivated by its lower conductivity
(see below). The spin-flip length in ferromagnetic materials
typically does not exceed 10 nm, so that the term (λFM/d ) can
be roughly set to 1.

Let us consider now various transport geometries and cal-
culate corresponding σSTO able to provide resistance values
like those detected in our measurements. For a homogeneous
transport across the whole contact area (0.25 mm2), the resis-
tivity of the 15-nm-thick STO layer would be some 107 � cm.
Setting (λFM/d ) = 1 in Eq. (9) and taking the resistivity of the
manganite electrode as 10−4 � cm estimates a vanishing MR
value between 5 × 10−24 and 10−23, i.e., deeply below any
detection possibility, represented by a green circle in Fig. 8(b).
Going to a more favorable [for Eq. (9)] situation and consid-
ering a conductive channel confined in only 1 µm2, a realistic
macroscopic electroformed conductive path in the STO barrier
[26], we obtain an estimate of MR �R/R ∼ 10−12 that is
again basically undetectable.

For the last estimation, we assume an STO resistivity able
to offer the detected MR, dotted yellow line in Fig. 8(b). From
the measured resistances and the device thickness, we obtain a
transport section of ∼7 nm2 which results in a current density
∼108 A/cm2, which is unrealistic.

These considerations demonstrate that, for realistic condi-
tions, the conductivity mismatch prevents the detection of any
MR. Hence, its unequivocal presence in our devices, Fig. 5,
is a strong indication that a homogeneously doped STO re-
gion, either involving the whole device area or even being
constrained in a small part of it (10−5 for 1 μm channel), does
not account for real microscopic pathways in STO.

Additional terms must be included thus in the overall
picture of the charge transport in doped STO, undetectable
from simple R(T) measurements but clearly elucidated by
the analysis of MR. Notoriously, adding in series tunneling
resistive components would strongly support the development
of MR [59–61], while leaving unmodified the general trend of
the R(T) dependencies. Thus, the highly doped STO regions
described above do not connect the two ferromagnetic elec-
trodes directly but through a tunneling resistance. Below, we
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show that the realization of an interfacial barrier of Schottky
type between Co and STO is fully realistic and that it can
feature resistance values necessary for the detection of spin-
polarized injection.

Let us assume for sake of simplicity that a heavily doped
region of STO, doped with oxygen vacancies that migrated
through the interface, is in contact with the electrode. If a
Schottky contact is established, it will form a depletion region
at the interface. Because both cobalt and LSMO have very
similar work functions ∼5 eV [23] and the electron affinity
of STO can be estimated ∼3.9 eV [62], we consider a built-in
bias of 1 eV. In what follows, we use c.g.s. units. The potential
inside the depletion layer can be described by [63]

V (z) = 2πe2n

ε
(z − L)2. (10)

In Eq. (10), L =
√

εφ

2πe2n , ε is the dielectric constant, φ

the built-in potential, e the electron charge, and n the carrier
density. We can estimate the tunneling transparency T of the
depletion layer as [64]

T = exp

[
−2

h̄

∫ L

0

√
2mV (z)dz

]
= exp

(
−φ

h̄

√
mε

πe2n

)

= exp

⎡
⎣−(ln1/3)

2

√
4πrs

(
4π

3

)1/3
⎤
⎦

∼= exp[−4.5(ln1/3)
2√

rs], (11)

where we introduced the dimensionless Wigner-Seitz radius
rs = me2

εh̄ ( 3
4πn )

1/3
.

Since we do not have any evidence of a Wigner crystal
in the system, we must have 1 < rs < 30. To link T to a
measurable resistance R, we adopt the following formula:

R = 1

N

RQ

T , (12)

where RQ = 2π h̄/e2 is the quantum resistance of a ballistic
channel, and N is the number of conducting channels.

If we take the carrier density estimated above, n =
1021 cm−3, we obtain ln1/3 ∼ 1.5 and, from Eq. (11), for
rs = 1, T = 4.5 × 10−5, respectively. These provide single
channel resistances of ∼6.25 × 108 �. Therefore, for resis-
tances of the order of 100 K � allowing us to circumvent the
conductivity mismatch restrictions, a realistic number below
several thousand metallic channels (filaments) needs to be
formed per 0.25 mm2.

Before concluding, it is worth mentioning that a very re-
cent result on magnetotransport across a grain boundary in
oxygen-vacancy-doped metallic STO corroborates our find-
ings [65]. A ferromagnetic phase was observed, extended up
to 300 K, likely related to the environment of Ti ions [66].
However, this reflects in the magnetotransport properties only
<20 K and does not appear to be involved in our experiments.
Additionally, a parabolic fit of their MR returns an intrinsic
MR ∼0.001 % at 0.3 T, which boosts the interpretation that
our measured MR is related to the magnetization of the elec-

trodes, i.e., to spin injection, transport, and detection across
the device.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate the possibility to establish spin-polarized
injection and transport in bad-metal materials, namely, in
oxygen-vacancy-doped STO thin films. The doping is per-
formed by electromigration of oxygen atoms in vertical
crossbar devices, involving two spin-polarized electrodes:
LSMO manganite and Co. At low temperatures, the doped
STO is metallic and behaves qualitatively and quantitatively
very similarly to thermodynamically doped samples, while
close to room temperature, the samples undergo MIT. We
believe this transition reflects the filamentary nature of the
transport across STO, a behavior typically created by elec-
tromigration, with a domination of highly doped metallic
filaments at low temperatures and of insulating filaments and
higher T. Additionally, we offered a robust approach to an-
alyze the transport data in bad metals and to extract their
significant parameters. We estimate that the electromigration
process is a feasible way to achieve metallic doping concentra-
tions as high as 1021 cm−3 capable of sustaining spin transport
in bad metals. We believe our findings encourage promotion
of doped STO and more generally bad metals as emerging
materials for spintronic devices and applications.

The data supporting our findings here are available within
this paper. The complete set of raw data supporting the find-
ings of this paper are available from the corresponding authors
upon reasonable request. The code used to analyze the data is
available open source in the Supplemental Material [67].
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